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It takes guts to act on contrarian investment calls and brains to provide the conviction to go with your gut. The table below 
shows that gold was such a trade last month, gaining 6.4% despite contrary moves in its two most negatively correlated 
indicators, real interest rates and the US dollar. Oil prices also advanced thanks to the morass in the Middle East. The 
associated beta bump to shares in Energy & Gold companies was the principal reason why the TSX bucked the 
downward trend of other major equity indices with a price advance of 1.34% fuelling a total return for the month of 1.55%.   

 

 
 
 
Moving towards Q4 it’s going to be interesting to see whether the improving tone in global economies can offset the 
struggling consumer, DC gridlock, the rise in interest rates. Before discussing why I believe rates better not move higher 
or else growth will slow, allow me to review the performance of our funds. 
 
Both Forge First Long Short LP (“FFLSLP”) and Forge First Market Neutral LP (“FFMNLP”) delivered solid results for our 
investors during August 2013, with each fund making money, and doing so from profits in both their long and short books. 
These two funds have now made money for ten consecutive months. 
 
FFMNLP showed a net return of 4.82% during August 2013. This performance boosted its 2013 year to date net return to 
29.56%. Since our August 2012 launch, FFMNLP has now gained 39.6%. During August 2013, the long book generated 
gross profits of 444 basis points (bps) while the short side of the ledger chipped in a further 102 of gross bps. Winning 
sectors included Industrials with 160.9 bps and Energy with 137 bps while only Materials (-32.6 bps) and Health Care (-
0.6 bps) contributed losses. As of August 30

th
, the net exposure had increased from the end of July to 30% while gross 

exposure closed out the month at 224%. Volatility increased modestly to an annualized 8.2%, correlation to the TSX 
remained low at 8.7% and the adjusted beta of the portfolio came in at 0.12. As for assessing the risk-adjusted return 
profile of FFMNLP, the Sharpe ratio rose to a robust 4.4. 
 
FFLSLP showed a net return of 5.88% during August 2013. This performance boosted its 2013 year to date net return to 
35.04%. Since our August 2012 launch, FFLSLP has now gained 47.08%. During August 2013, the long book generated 
profits of 546 bps while the short side of the ledger chipped in a further 89 bps. Similar to the performance of FFMNLP, 
the two biggest winning sectors during August were Industrials with 196.8 bps and Energy with 190.4 bps. Materials (-67.2 
bps) and Health Care (-0.5%) were the only two losing sectors. Given that part of FFLSLP’s mandate is to always be net 
long, it’s natural that its 30.3% correlation to the TSX and adjusted beta of 0.47 are both higher than FFMNLP. With a 
Sharpe ratio of 4.53, investors are being compensated for the modestly higher risk profile of the portfolio. 
 
One of the reasons gold bounced $160 during the past 2 months ($90 in July, $70 in August) was that it had become 
grossly oversold, not just technically based on the charts, but also from the perspective of supply and demand for the 
metal. The pace of the recent exit by speculators had been so aggressive that bids had fallen away, taking the yellow 
metal below its marginal cost.  
 
In contrast to the decisive action in gold, up until the potential breakthrough on the Syrian issue on Sept. 9

th
, the S&P 500 

had been stuck within its 50 (1668) & 100 (1645) day moving averages, directionless as investors have been unsure of 
what to do. Proving this point, anemic year to date volumes fell noticeably further in August to 1.75B shares per day. In 
assessing the various market drivers, it's easy to understand why it's a 'who knows' kind of market.  
 
 

MONTHLY COMMENTARY

Total Return in local currency August 2013 YTD

S&P 500 -2.90% 16.15%

TSX 1.55% 3.86%

MSCI EM -2.54% -13.17%

GOLD 6.40% -16.70%

BRENT OIL 5.90% 2.60%

FF LONG SHORT LP 5.88% 35.04%

FF MARKET NEUTRAL LP 4.82% 29.56%
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Take the bi-polar US economy. The wealthy are doing great as stocks are at record highs, housing prices have ratcheted 
up, and these 'accredited investors' are the best positioned to leverage low interest rates into profits. But as I've written 
before, the bottom four quintiles continue to struggle, thanks to rising rents, oil prices and now interest rates. Sure they'll 
lap the effect of higher payroll taxes next year, but with continued flat to negative real wage growth, it's not 'demand pull' 
that will get the Fed's favoured inflation metric, PCE Deflator to the targeted 2% level. In fact, if markets force interest 
rates even higher, the Fed might have the reverse problem on its hands. 
 
Over the past 12 months, housing and autos have been the two strongest segments of the US economy. Together they 
make up about 12-15% of US GDP. I've recently read reports that 40% of year to date US home buyers have paid cash 
for these properties. But we both know that while a bulk buyer such as Blackstone likely pays cash, it's highly probable 
that the first time buyer, even the trade-up buyer, doesn't strictly fund the purchase from his or her pocketbook. Continued 
momentum for these sectors is highly dependent on the ability of the buyer to gain affordable financing. 
 
Last week, Wells Fargo, the largest provider of housing mortgages in the USA bumped its rate on a 30 year fixed 
mortgage to 4.875%, darn close to the psychologically important 5% handle.  From my perspective you can't have interest 
rates continue to climb without these two key growth engines rolling over. In mid-May 2013 the rate on this same 
mortgage was 3.40%.  
 
So while the strength of both the services and manufacturing ISM data points last week implies improving breadth for the 
US economy, something has to give. My take is that the U.S. economy will continue to muddle along, in fact as the 
healing process evolves, the rate of growth will improve in 2014. However, that future pace of economic growth will 
remain below the requisite level to shrink the output gap, forces real wage rates substantially higher, and trigger 
substantive enough income redistribution so as to kick start cost push inflation and accelerating earnings growth. 
 
Consequently with profit margins already at record highs, partially because the participation by labour in each sales dollar 
has fallen from almost 60% to close to 50% during the past 10 years, part of that 'new normal' could be low single digit 
profit growth for the foreseeable future. Amongst larger cap stocks, perhaps only the companies with substantial share 
buybacks will be able to grow EPS by more meaningful percentages; IBM being the flagship example of this financial 
engineering. 
 

 
 
 
Outside of North America, emerging markets are slowing down while the majority of continental Europe's improvement 
has been German exports driven by income-depleting but competition enhancing lower domestic wages. The net result is 
that neither of these two regions will be the source of pricing power or above trend volume growth for S&P 500 
companies. 
 
These examples explain why a growing list of companies have delivered a succession of stories that sub-par organic 
revenue growth is pervasive except for the latest, transient fads. Alternatively, winners such as digital advertising dollars 
are merely being stolen from traditional merchants.  
 
2013 EPS for the S&P 500 is likely to approximate $106, up about 3% from 2012 levels. Consensus estimates for 2014 sit 
at an eye-popping $123, that same consensus that has yet to cut its wildly optimistic 11.5% Q4 2012 estimate, even 
though run-rate rate EPS growth is 3.5% year over year.  
 
At the recent 1675, the S&P 500 is trading at 15.8X 2013 earnings, historically about an average multiple. So earlier this 
year, when Europe was a mess and 10 year bond yields were below 2%, it’s understandable why US equities were the  

IBM Corporation 2008 2012 % Change

Net Income $12.3B $16.6B 34.60%

Shares Outstanding 1.339B 1.117B -16.60%

EPS $8.93 $15.41 69.90%
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consensus trade, but now it's not so obvious. Momentum money is chasing the positive change seen in Europe. If 
Chinese data shows further signs of stabilization let alone modest acceleration, there's a good chance that Emerging 
Market (“EM”) stocks will be the next stop for fast money types. But if US interest rates move any higher all bets are off 
because the EMs are financially leveraged and the US recovery is too fragile to withstand higher rates. 
 
Similar to how trading flows swamped gold a few months ago, institutional selling is currently playing similar games with 
government bonds. While I acknowledge I’m offside on my bond call of a few months ago, in my books, if selling 
pressures push US 10 Yr. Treasuries anywhere close to their long term trend line towards 3.40%, buying bonds would be  
a near term one way bet. The lagged impact of the near doubling of yield during the past 3.5 months will show up in 
housing statistics this fall.  In addition, during the next six weeks debt ceiling and deficit chatter in Washington should steal 
the headlines from Syria and it is unlikely that these talks will go smoothly.  
 
Across the ocean, while the European economy has shown signs of improvement, there's no way Europe is out of the 
woods. China will continue to prove the bears wrong for now, but only because Beijing has awakened and smelled the 
potential problems of shadow banking. Higher rates of growth are not forthcoming from China in the near term. Ironically, 
while much about the stock market and the global economy is better today than 18 months ago, the continuing tepid rates 
of achieved growth prove that it's just zero cost money that has got us here. The easy money has been made. Looking 
ahead I believe long only investing will be a riskier endeavour than prudently managed long short investing. 
 
 
 
 

As always should you have any questions or comments, please contact me at 416-687-6771 or 

amccreath@forgefirst.com. Follow me on TWITTER @CEDARBUSH 

 

Thanks very much, 

 

Andrew McCreath 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

IMPORTANT:  The information provided in this data sheet is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offering memorandum. All material has been obtained from sources 

believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. The 2013 results are unaudited and are based on our best estimates at the time of this report. Performance data is historical, and is 

not indicative of future performance. The Forge First Funds are currently open to Canadian investors who meet certain eligibility requirements. Please contact Forge First Asset Management 

Inc. to request the offering documents. 
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